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1. Introduction
The world is becoming smaller, older, more urbanised and more polarised between rich and poor1.
Europe is one of the regions where people live longer, have fewer children and where the population
is ageing. In addition to these trends, technology is associated with rapid innovations, and we are
experiencing high mobility and migration of large groups of populations, and having to live with the
results of climate change. All those elements are altering the wider environment, the economies and
the societies in which we all live and work. This has profound implications for our social models, the
investment in social welfare and for social infrastructure2 and service provision3. In this changing
world, confident, vibrant and resilient communities are an essential foundation for a growth strategy
that is altogether economically viable, politically legitimate and seen as socially fair. A particular
challenge for social care and support providers is that people’s social rights are also evolving and they
expect the services and support provided through or with the public sector support to become more
people-centred, affordable and accessible.
The economic sustainability of the welfare state hinges on the number and productivity of future
taxpayers. Next to its fundamental mission to protect and care, social policy should contribute to
mobilising the productive potential of citizens by mitigating the risks of atypical employment, longterm unemployment, working poverty, family instability and lack of opportunities for labour market
participation. Labour market participation and retirement decisions are contingent on the available
supply of training, health and care and support services. Although comparative analysis of welfare
regimes supports the plausibility of this claim, the long-term productivity gains from investing in
quality childcare, education and vocational training are seldom taken seriously in economic costbenefit analyses of policy options, both because of the difficulties to measure the outcomes and the
lack of innovative techniques to consolidate schemes into the welfare state.
Against this backdrop, over the past decade, the notion of social investment has gained considerable
traction in debates over welfare state futures as an effective and efficient response to the main
challenges. A prominent assertive endorsement of social investment, as a new form of welfare
provision, to date is the Social Investment Package for Growth and Social Cohesion, launched by the
European Commission in February 2013 (EC, 2013a; 2013b).
Relatedly, the insight on important social investment synergy effects has persuasively been brought
to the fore by the OECD report In It Together. Why Less Inequality Benefits All 4. Based on available
evidence, the OECD argues that well-calibrated social investment-oriented welfare policies in effect
‘crowd in’ inclusive growth, employment, productivity and social protection.
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1.1 The context for this report
The a4i project is more about how Social Investment is financed, rather than about the precise subsectors where it is delivered. More specifically, the a4i research project is intended to support
professional development in meeting the need to maximise access to and use of social investment.
The project description suggests that Europe needs to “…create a new investment culture towards
longer-term investment with sustainable returns. For investors this is a new market opportunity but
one that requires a change in investor behaviour…”. Accordingly, the general aim of a4i is to develop
and put in place a Knowledge Alliance that provides professional development opportunities that
create more informed intersectoral working between investors and social care providers”.
This State of Play report is a starting point for the project. It is intended to review current trends, policy
and practice across the EU, and to identify advances beyond the state of the art that involve players
other than conventional public sector bodies. The latter will continue to have a major - and often
dominant - role, both in funding - including of things which can be defined as “investment” - and
indeed in ongoing provision. This is because the state will always have the monopoly of public policy
design, of establishing the social priorities, and of ensuring the quality and universality of the social
service. In some jurisdictions, it may well be the case that private funding usually on a temporary basis
supports public sector bodies, for example with bank-financed working capital.
There is evidence that the challenges facing social investment and associated social infrastructure
investment are expected to be too large to solve using public funds alone. Specifically, fiscal space is
often does not allow for the public investments needed for the current and the next generation. In
this context, a4i should not ignore financial innovations aiming to ‘crowd in’ private investment and
harness innovation and efficiency gains. But in seeking to crowd in private funds for social
infrastructure, there is a need to deal with the challenge of project or programme size. The EY
evaluation of the first year of the European Fund for Social Investment5 confirmed the need to find a
way of accommodating smaller deal sizes, which they argue appear to be typical of social
infrastructure proposals. The qualifier at this early stage of a4i as a project is that national and subnational evidence (aside from the UK) is patchy. Future iterations of this report will need to investigate
further the grey literature (reports, working papers, government documents, white papers and
evaluations) in order to secure good case examples.
A key take-away from this report is that the available evidence and case examples point to the
existence of a complementarity between private investment and public investment, rather than any
idea of substitutability.

1.2 Definitions of terms
A next step with this project deliverable is to define some terms. As a matter of fact, economics has
some reasonably-accepted definitions for the three central concepts. “Capital” is a stock of something
5
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at a point in time; “investment” is the positive change in that stock, again at a point in time; and
“infrastructure” is reasonably limited to a physical capital stock (composed of facilities, buildings and
equipment). All of these can be measured, and usually are done so in, or translated into, money terms.
Many other social disciplines and practitioners use some or all of the three terms, but in different ways
that are usually not well-defined, and moreover which would rarely agree between disciplines.
Keeping to economics, there are many different kinds of capital. While physical capital, essentially
infrastructure and equipment, is the obvious one, others are financial capital (the total of resources
in money terms in the hands of individuals or enterprises), natural capital (the environment, which
offers ecological services), human capital (the embedded competences of people, mainly based
around their educational and health status), and social capital. The latter is a very slippery concept,
in that it is defined as the networks of trust, reciprocity and habits of cooperation between people
enabling a society to function. The size and impact of such networks are difficult either to measure or
to operationalise6, and perhaps even more so than the other intangible capital stocks. It is also not
obvious what “investing” in them means.
For the purposes of a4i, our focus should be on the stocks of physical capital and human capital (and
consequently the respective investments in each) applied to social support systems, rather than to
other concepts of capital. We can dismiss financial capital as too narrowly focused on actual money
or things that can be traded into it; natural capital is not relevant; and social capital is too vague to be
useful (though presumably enhancing it will always be a good thing).
As said above, investment is the increase of a capital stock (and disinvestment is correspondingly a
reduction of the stock, such as through abandonment, obsolescence and depreciation). It should be
noted that there is one common confusion even within the finance industry, between “saving” and
“investment”. Saving is the supply of funds from, for example, households or any other economic
entity, and investment is the subsequent spending of such funds. We are more concerned for a4i with
investment as such – that is, spending to build capital - but evidently that can only take place after
somebody has done some saving (which colloquially at the time might have been called investment).
The two actors can of course be the same person, but very often there are intermediaries.
Also note that investment (aka capital expenditure) should as an important principle be distinguished
from current expenditure. Investment must always have a longer-term perspective: an expenditure
is made now, with an expectation of the returns taking place over a substantial subsequent period.
Current expenditure is consumption: here today and gone tomorrow. The term “investment” should
not be misused as just a way of expressing “spending of which I approve” – this can be what, for
example, politicians hope is understood when they say they have sanctioned “investment in the health
service”, when what they actually mean is there is some extra spending on staff, which quite likely will
not have long-term consequences. Investment therefore does have a technical and substantive
meaning, and this is what should be used for the a4i project: that is, spending now to generate gains
later. It follows that some spending in the social sectors is current consumption, and some is capital
investment. There is nothing wrong with the consumption component, but the need to distinguish
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between the two is stated in the recent EASPD statement that estimated capital investment needs
(e.g. from the report of the HLTF) “do not take into account the day to day cost of service provision;
which covers the majority of social services’ expenditure”7.
Beyond this, as mentioned, investment is in the most general terms a flow into a capital stock – of
whatever kind. Unfortunately, although a4i is in the social domain, “social investment” does not map
to in useful ways to “social capital”, unlike the other pairings of investment and capital, because of
the ethereal nature of the idea of social capital itself. That is always going to complicate the use of
the term “social investment”, and potentially rob it of actual meaning. In fact, “social investment” in
the way that the term is often used, and has been in some of the a4i documentation, does not map
elegantly to any capital stock; it becomes a statement of virtue instead. This report suggests that a4i
should focus on the physical and human capital for social care and support services, and on the
investment into that capital. It follows that we need to define what “social investment” means for the
project – because otherwise it can mean too many things.
Within the Project Description, footnote 1 (under Part 1. Project relevance), there is strong and
unqualified reference to the target of the project being “social investment”: “Social investment is
about investing in people. It means policies designed to strengthen people’s skills and capacities and
support them to participate fully in employment and social life. Key policy areas include education,
quality childcare, healthcare, training, job-search assistance and rehabilitation”. However, we cannot
in a4i adopt all these policy areas intact: the project cannot usefully be about how to fund, say, the
healthcare and education sectors in total, because these are vast.
The EU’s stated programme is also not very helpful here. “Towards Social Investment for Growth and
Cohesion – including implementing the European Social Fund 2014-2020”, COM(2013) 83 final
suggests that “Welfare systems fulfil three functions: social investment, social protection and
stabilisation of the economy. Social investment involves strengthening people’s current and future
capacities. In other words, as well have having immediate effects, social policies also have lasting
impacts by offering economic and social returns over time, notably in terms of employment prospects
or labour incomes. In particular, social investment helps to 'prepare' people to confront life's risks,
rather than simply 'repairing' the consequences”. This does not actually allow us to discriminate
between the parts of social spending which are consumption and the parts which are investment. But
at least it is talking somehow about social investment as the “what” to fund, and not about the “how”
to fund it. As such, this narrows the scope in a useful way8.
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2. EU welfare systems with different patterns of finance
Europe and the EU do of course have different country traditions for respective welfare sectors. The
two classics are Bismarck (social insurance, conservative and corporatist, and with rights to social
transfers dependent on contributions) and Beveridge (tax-funded, with less prominent social
insurance and more use of means-testing). A Caritas Europa publication9 recognises several other
variants, including particularly the social democratic Scandinavian/Nordic model (with universalism,
social rights for all and equality). In addition, they hypothesise a Mediterranean model (supposedly
like Bismarck but with more reliance on the family), and the former-Comecon Central and Eastern
Europe bloc (a mix using components from the Bismarck/Beveridge/Nordic main models). Regardless
of the questionable validity of these several archetypes, it is clear that there are rather different
traditions, giving rise to different patterns of finance, provision, supply and demand.
Welfare models are probably more convergent across Europe than divergent. It might be possible to
argue that Bismarckian systems institutionally separate payers (the social insurance companies) and
providers (from the FP, NFP and state sectors), whereas the Beveridgean systems rather embed a
unitary structure – the classic in healthcare is the NHS which is quite integrated. However, in social
welfare, it seems that the Bismarck countries are if anything more universal, and the tax-financed
countries have done more to separate provision from finance and to explore new sources for each. In
any event, the picture is complicated, and to some significant degree path-dependent.

2.1 Reforming and securing the sustainability of welfare states in the EU
The overriding objective of Social Investment is to break the intergenerational transmission of poverty,
through social reforms that help ‘prepare’ individuals, families and societies to exercise their social
rights. Social Investment responds to the changing nature of social risks in advanced economies, by
investing in human capabilities from early childhood through old age while improving (gendered)
work-life balance provision for working families, rather than pursuing policies that merely ‘repair’
social misfortune after moments of economic or personal crisis10. As empirical evidence shows that
(gendered) employment opportunities are key to effective poverty migration in post-industrial
economies, welfare states are pressed to mobilizing citizens’ productive potential. As such,
employment (quantity), employability (quality) and gender equity are important objectives behind the
overarching aim of poverty mitigation11.
The available evidence suggests that social investment-oriented welfare states reach levels of
employment participation of close to 80% of the working age population. This is a result of high levels
of investment in human capital stock formulation and training across the entire life course, proactive
labour market policy and regulation, reinforcement of family-friendly labour market flow for both job
9

Urbé R (ed.) (2012), The future of the welfare state: a comparative study in EU-countries, Inclusions II Programme of
Caritas Europa, Lambertus-Verlag, Freiburg im Breisgau, ISBN 978-3-7841-2140-6
10
Anton Hemerijck (2017), The social investment turn and its capacitating infrastructural prerequisites, Briefing paper to
Working Group 1 of the High Level Task Force on Boosting Investment in Social Infrastructure, March 22
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Sassen S, Esping-Andersen G (2005), Towards a New Welfare State, WRR lecture, Scientific Council for Government Policy,
Den Haag: Netherlands
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seekers and employers which reinforce greater macroeconomic resilience during times of crisis, in
combination with an effective tax and activating transfer system with a strong track record in
countering inequality and skill atrophy.
Fundamentally, welfare state models have been continuously adapting12, for example, in response to:
•

the realities of people living and working longer, confronting the care systems with the need
for more prevention, dealing with people who need to manage chronic diseases and rising
co-morbidities while the health care in particular is still designed to deal with acute diseases;

•

an increasing number of single-women households as well as the higher participation of
women in the workforce, creating more need and demand for childcare, social care and
long-term care;

•

rapidly changing needs for skills for the jobs and society of the future noting that education
systems have not been keeping pace with current innovations. This is especially key to
addressing the generational aspect of poverty in the NEET demographic (a young person not
in education, employment or training)13.

These trends are reflected in and engaged by European-wide initiatives such as the European Pillar of
Social Rights which was adopted in October 2017 with 20 key principles and a social scoreboard 14, 15.

2.2 The urban rural divide in care provision and its financing
Rural Europe with 28% of the EU’s population16 is a unique care delivery environment on several levels.
Europe has an ageing population (19%/28.4 million EU average in 2017) which will significantly
increase in the coming decades17, with a high prevalence of comorbidities compounded by loneliness,
high poverty rates (25.5%), and limited public transportation, internet access and care literacy18. And
there are fewer options when it comes to seeking care. Integrated care is in many ways harder to
achieve in rural communities because rural areas are more likely to have gaps in the underlying
delivery system, with limited access to quality primary care, specialists, and, in some cases, hospital
care. An EU average of 24.2% of older people have unmet health needs due to financial barriers,
distance/transportation or long waiting times, and this may be higher in rural areas19. In particular,
there are few incentives for clinicians, GPs and pharmacists to work in dispersed rural communities
across Europe20. Additionally, the cost of infrastructure and capacity — including health information
technology, workforce, and other necessary core components of the infrastructure — is spread over

12

Fransen L, del Bufalo G and Reviglio E (2018), Boosting investment in social infrastructure in Europe, European Economy
Discussion Paper 074, Luxembourg: EU
13
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14
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October 2017.
15
European Commission (2017) Social Scoreboard 2017 Luxembourg: Publications Office of the European Union.
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17
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fewer people. In terms of cost per head of population, rural care is more expensive and offers limited
economies of scale21. In this context, it is difficult to meet rising demand with current capacity and it
even becomes more difficult to justify the assignment of additional resources for these environments
without clear cost and value-based return evidence.
Scalability and replicability - The health and care sector in Europe has so far been relatively slow in
implementing and scaling up innovative solutions for person-centred care. Relatedly, scalability in
rural areas faces two challenges: access to and understanding what digital health solutions offer, and
mainstreaming these solutions. The use of digital technology in rural areas in the EU is, on average,
low. The lack of information about existing technologies, the lack of digital skills and the limited
availability of reliable cost/benefit analyses of the new technologies are challenges to increased
investments in digital health solutions. Also, basic infrastructure, such as broadband or access to other
high-speed internet connections, is partly missing. Rural broadband deployment varies significantly
across the EU. At the end of 2017, only 47% of rural areas had “fast” (whatever that might mean)
broadband connectivity22. This is one of the factors contributing to depopulation in rural areas and an
increase in the average age of the rural population with an associated digital divide.
Financial integration in rural areas - Given the higher average age of rural populations, adjusting for
health and care needs increases the required target allocations per person more in rural areas. The
actual allocations received by specific areas are not only affected by population needs and
unavoidable costs, but also historic funding levels. Hospital doctors can oppose financial integration
on the grounds that it would restrict specialist access. In this sense, stakeholders in the dominant
hospital-centric model of care may be influenced by a desire to maintain clinical autonomy (i.e.
determining who is treated, how and when)23. This becomes far more problematic when seeking to
deliver closer to home care for older people in dispersed rural settings. Overall, across the allocations
for core, specialised and primary care services, this has the effect of moving money away from rural
areas. Finally, when considering the unavoidable costs of providing care and support in rural areas,
there are issues related to: staff recruitment and retention and higher overall staff costs; higher travel
costs and unproductive staff time when travelling; the scale of fixed costs associated with providing
services within e.g. safe staffing level guidelines; and trying to realise economies of scale while
adequately serving dispersed populations24.

2.3 The relevant social service sectors
The investments which a4i will deal with are attached to social services – those being delivered already
and those which should be delivered to secure social rights. With a life-course approach - and omitting
the main-line social sectors of healthcare, education and pension provision (20% or so of national

WHO Europe (2010), Rural poverty and health systems in the WHO European Region. Copenhagen, WHO Regional Office
for Europe
22 A smart and sustainable future for European agricultural and rural areas, Declaration on Digital Day 2019 by EU member
states
23
Mason A, Goddard M, Weatherley H and Chalkley M, Integrating funds for health and social care: an evidence review. J
Health Serv Res Policy 2015 Jul; 20(3): 177–188. doi: 10.1177/1355819614566832
24
Palmer B, Appleby J and Spencer J (2019), Rural health care: a rapid review of the impact of rurality on the costs of
delivering health care, Report prepared for the National Centre for Rural health and Care, Nuffield Trust
21
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income, definitely involved in the life-course, but surely outside the project) - it can be assumed that
the relevant social services include25:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employment and training services, such as supported employment, vocational education and
training, sheltered workshops, etc.;
Education services, such as special schools for persons with disabilities, or specialised support
in mainstream schools, etc.;
Childcare and early intervention services;
Short-, medium- and long-term care, such as independent living services, supported living,
semi-residential care, residential care, respite care, day care, shelters, etc.;
Social housing;
Social assistance services (NACE 87 ‘residential care activities’ and NACE 88 ‘social work
activities without accommodation’).

This list is not necessarily exhaustive but is a reasonable starting point. All these areas are oriented to
issues mentioned in the a4i pre-amble, including assistance for “participation in social life” and, as
appropriate, to “employment”.
It is worth pointing out that the activities concerning social investment will not always involve much
physical capital. There can certainly be some – buildings in the form of offices and care homes, office
and therapeutic equipment etc. - even for a labour-intensive service. However, the project scope
should also capture social and affordable housing, or development of residential, semi-residential or
supported living facilities. There will then definitely be a very substantial physical capital, and this will
consist of what is thought of as infrastructure. Note in parenthesis that, as something to be funded,
this will also change the funding route significantly, since there will be a major asset in the middle of
any arrangement which can be used as collateral, in a way that intangible assets can only rarely be
(see discussions in 3.1, 3.2 and 4 below). However, it remains true that much social investment will
involve “Work in Progress” (WiP), aka working capital: funding labour temporarily until a service gets
reimbursed. Social investing defined this way is then a simple time-shift of (mostly state) expenditure.
“I spend today to get gains tomorrow. ” The point here is that the state appears to shift away a
financing obligation only for it to come back in again later.
The majority of social investment in the wider sense is now and will continue to be funded and
provided by public authorities. However, provision - depending on circumstances - may well be by a
mix of public, Public-Private Partnership, Not-For-Profit and For-Profit bodies. Social investment is
linked via relatively undefined ways to “social innovation” - products designed to be in line with future
social needs. For sure, there is little point in promoting outdated models of social care and support
and, for example, this will imply moving away from institutional models of care, and especially so given
the impetus from the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. In all cases, social
needs are being addressed, and often in a situation where the public sector cannot do everything.
Research undertaken by partners (e.g. University Carlos III and EASPD) might help us examine what
constitutes innovative projects and their funding. This point on innovation is further addressed below.

25
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3. Why engage private investment in social service
delivery at all?
Why use the private sector to carry out investment and activities that the state has traditionally taken
as its responsibilities and prerogatives? Part of the reason for this is that some – many? – states have
run short of money, particularly in the aftermath of the 2008 (and counting) Global Financial Crisis.
Governments feel that they cannot adequately fund the social services needed by the relevant
population groups. But this is typically not a very good reason since, having passed its responsibilities
to another party, the state will usually have to agree to repay after the event anyway, from public
resources such as taxation or increased national debt. So, the resource cost of the service concerned
will probably fall on the state at some point, again having been just time-shifted. In this optic, funders
of the government (taxpayers or debt-holders) should “look through” the outsourcing feature to see
the eventual cost to the public purse (unless there is pure charity involved, without any
reimbursement). There is nothing wrong with time-shifting, but what this says is that ‘there is no free
lunch’ and, if the state contracts with a service provider, it will probably end up paying most or all of
the bills in the long term. The state (and the a4i consortium) should therefore be aware of the
eventual liability on the public exchequer likely created by types of outsourcing.
It may be in some countries (CZ?) that much of the funding for social care is paid Out-of-Pocket or by
private insurance, and the extent of state participation is not very high. In these circumstances, there
is no new moral or legal difficulty in private provision.
It is also possible that the private sector in some incarnation will be more innovative, flexible or
efficient than the public sector would have been in delivering the same or similar services. There are
two qualifiers here: (i) it is crucial to differentiate ‘private non-profit’ and ‘private for profit’ entities
in any analysis, and (ii) there is innovation potential in public services but this needs attention to an
operating environment designed to unlock such potential.
On the positive side, private players including social enterprises could perhaps get access to
differently-skilled staff, pay better, do things that the public sector cannot or more quickly, or have
more transparent governance, etc; all these with the intention of higher efficiency and/or lower cost
for public services, or delivering higher quality for users26. But all these are empirical questions. In
the case of Public-Private Partnerships (PPP), which are also a way of transferring responsibility for
services to a contracted private party, the evidence for better performance compared to the state is
rather shaded27. All this being said, there has to be a recognition that “incentives apply to
governments and not just to markets'' – there is no point comparing a perfect, virtuous government

26

The private sector itself is presumably focused on its own profits or rents, and this potentially constitutes a
risk. There is a useful discussion around the role of the private sector in
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/making-markets-in-the-welfarestate/D7DD02DB50BB0C8A346E21168BD27E3B
27

Two useful definitions of PPP are “on-going agreements between government and private sector organizations in which
the private organization participates in the decision-making and production of a public good or service that has traditionally
been provided by the public sector and in which the private sector shares the risk of that production” (J Forrer et al, PublicPrivate Partnerships and the public accountability question, Public Administration Review, 2010) and “(a)n arrangement
between two or more entities that enables them to work cooperatively towards shared or compatible objectives and in
which there is some degree of shared authority and responsibility, joint investment of resources, shared risk taking, and
mutual benefit” (HM Treasury, Partnerships for prosperity: the Private Finance Initiative, London, 1998. These definitions
are not dissimilar from the conception of private impact investing used in this note.
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against an evil, exploitative company, or vice-versa depending on ideological taste. Critical issues will
be the quality of governance in the particular circumstances (including the role of regulators), and
ensuring that stakeholders (public or private) act efficiently and effectively to improve the quality of
life of service beneficiaries.
There is also a relevant issue caused by the transaction costs - legal, financial or other - implied in a
shift from state to private (including Not-For-Profit) funding and/or provision. Such transaction costs
could well be a function of scale; until or unless the impact investing market becomes more
mainstream, many of the ventures will look small and bespoke (for private investors), and with the
costs to arrange them accordingly high (bespoke is invariably more expensive than off-the-peg).
Associated with this are information asymmetries – the organisation that runs a service will invariably
know more about it than the purchaser of the service, and this can lead to a lack of transparency in
decisions.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the “financialisation” or “marketisation” of social services provision
could be regarded as inherently harmful. In other words, it could be that the state is just ducking its
responsibilities, and that turning a delicate social partnership into paid services with buyer-supplier
relationship (and mentality) corrupts the trust between providers and users. On a systemic level,
there is evidence that care systems should be careful about overly relying on for-profit providers (and
especially multinationals) to provide a better outcome for users28. The care crises in the UK and
Finland, for instance, are good examples of this. However, public authorities can be tempted to use
innovation principally to reduce initial costs, rather than to find lasting and effective solutions to social
issues.
From this point on, this State of Play report relies on a key distinction between two rather different
vectors of “private investment”: conventional bank lending to borrowers who can be considered
credit-worthy, and various unconventional sources of finance. These latter sources will be
characterised by features such as investor compensation for assuming risk and a repayment link to
outcomes of the activity or asset which is being financed. Let us call these two vectors “bank funding”
and “performance-based funding”. A comparable description in project financing more generally,
including Public-Private Partnerships, might be between “senior debt” and “non- or limited-recourse”
financial resources.
There are some estimates below (caution: UK-based, not pan-European) of the greater importance of
bank funding relative to performance-based. In addition, an informal survey of the a4i Partners
indicated their informed interest in the two vectors – see Table 1 below.

28

https://chpi.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/CHPI-SocialCare-Oct16-Proof01a.pdf
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/adult-social-care-is-privatisation-irreversible/

http://www.publicsectorexecutive.com/Public-Sector-News/the-shortcomings-of-privatised-adult-social-care-why-has-itfailed
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/standards-fall-as-care-operators-get-too-big-to-fail-8374324.html
https://www.theguardian.com/careers/2016/jun/21/privatisation-social-care-workforce-careers
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Table 1: Initial relevance of private investment instruments for a4i partners
Irrelevant

Not very
relevant

Average

Conventional Lending

Relevant

Very
Relevant

APSS CR

EASPD
Laboral
KUTXA
UNIPSO
Česká
spořitelna,
a.s

Innovative Lending (e.g. outcomebased commissioning, payment-byresults, social impact bonds, etc)

APSS CR

UNIPSO

EASPD

Laboral KUTXA

Česká
spořitelna,
a.s

All partners who responded to the survey show that conventional lending is highly relevant for them.
However, innovative financing instruments are less relevant, though, as can be seen later, this may be
due to the fact that in some countries these instruments are either not known or do not exist and are
not available at all (see 3.1.1 and 3.2.1 below for more details).

3.1 Funding of social investment by the private sector: commercial banks
From 1.2 above, “Social Investment” is “what” we want to foster - narrowing it to social care and
support (not the social sectors generally). But it does not tell us “how” that desired social investment
gets funded. The state can see itself as simply having a social contract obligation to fund and, as said
above, most social services spending is necessarily carried out by the state. This is not definitely part
of the a4i project although in some cases there can be private funding of state providers particularly
in terms of working capital prior to budget lines being made available.
In any event, as said above, we should recognise that there will very often be a complementarity
between the state’s activities and funding, and private sector activity and funding. When a social
service activity is provided by other parties – either Not-For-Profit or For-Profit entities – we can
expect that much of their funding will be by “grant”. This is a portmanteau term, whether from a
private source or state subsidy, and there can very well be delivery or provision obligations (i.e. it’s
not free money). Without such obligations, it would be a pure donation or “gift”, from the state or
from philanthropy, and with no strings attached.
When there is non-donation private sector funding, including for investment, the context changes,
and this brings us to issues of the return to funding. Financial return for a funder, whether public or
private, in any economic activity consists of three components: the repayment of the principal, an
11

interest cost to compensate for the money being tied up over time, and – particularly geared to risk –
an equity or profit return. These three financial return aspects will often be embedded in the funder’s
pricing systems; that is, repayment of the principal and of the interest cost, and an allowance for risk
will all be bundled up, typically in the quoted rate of interest.
Evidence from the UK (see Table 2) suggests that for charities29 some finance comes from bonds, that
is, typically fixed term fixed interest rate debt (there is a funding category called “charity bonds”, which
may be involved here; it is treated as part of social impact investment in sections below). Grants
clearly are important, as is miscellaneous funding (the “Not a loan” category in the table30). However,
ordinary loans are significant – nearly a quarter of the total and amounting to GBP3.5 billion in
2012/13. These will be almost entirely from orthodox commercial banks, though social banks such as
Triodos are gaining in presence and may be a better fit to social enterprises than commercial banks.
The message is that ordinary bank lending and to a lesser extent bonds are very important parts of
the funding stream of charities, and the same would be true in a UK context for social companies. The
statistics are not generally available, but it can be presumed that in other countries of the EU
conventional bank lending will also be a key source of private financial resources to the Not-For-Profit
and For-Profit social services sector. Note that there is a portmanteau term here of “not a loan”,
which will often be a miscellany of supplier credits and the like. Because of its importance in funding,
the a4i project needs to tackle the area of bank lending, in terms of facilitating the access of FPs and
NFPs to adequate resources. This applies to access to both secured and unsecured lending. It should
be recorded that there are estimates that UK Social Impact Investment as a whole amounts to about
GBP200 million – which is therefore very much less than the dominant GBP3.5 billion conventional
bank lending.

Table 2: Liabilities of UK charities, by income band (2012/13, GBP billion)31

29

There is a legal distinction in the UK between, on the one hand, charities and, on the other, one form or another of “social
companies”. This is more extensively dealt with in Section 4.3 below. Spain has a similar divide – fundación/asociación
versus various social company types. Figures for charities as a sector in the UK can be distorted by the inclusion of some
atypical and very large entities such as the Wellcome Foundation and the Garfield Weston Foundation, each with assets of
GBP hundreds of millions. Charities cover a very large area, and most of this and the quoted statistic are not necessarily
relevant to a4i. Equally, there are some very large and unique social companies, including the Cooperative system - and
Network Rail, which runs the railway infrastructure in the country.
30
This class covers all other types of creditors, including accruals, trade creditors, lease and hire purchase, group and
subsidiary activities, taxes owed and others.
31
Kane D and Ravenscroft C (2016), Understanding the capacity and need to take on investment within the social sector:
analysis of financial data on charities and social companies, NCVO: London, April, p8
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Looking at the UK breakdown of these loans (Table 3), three quarters of them are “secured”.
Surprisingly, the majority of these are not mortgages on property. The data are not available, but
charities must be using their own assets, which one can assume will be mostly property, as collateral
to secure borrowing, in order to fund activities or perhaps other property or non-property assets.
There are clearly complicated issues in the handling of what appears to be plain commercial bank
debt.

Table 3: Loan types held by voluntary organisations (2012/2013, % of mortgage, secured and
unsecured loans)32

Lending opportunities might be quite concentrated – see Figure 1 – favouring incorporated
charities/social companies, and the larger entities.

32

Ibid
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Figure 1 Secured lending opportunities to social charities in the UK33

3.1.1 Partner’s experience and practice with conventional bank lending

Starting points
•

Conventional loans are needed and perhaps
most useful for infrastructure projects e.g.
managed accommodation, housing, day care
(new or renovation); expensive equipment e.g.
vehicles for mobility transport (BE-SP)

•

Working capital, operational needs and advance
of aids (S – Investor and CZ – Service Provider)
are also mentioned. The qualifier here is that
many service providers are SMEs and this affects
their ability to secure lending. Accordingly,
project finance loans in social sector are very
rare (CZ-I)

•

33
34

The scale of lending being requested is generally
small with the need for lending across the EU
being between €1000s to over €100m. But there
are very few ‘large’ projects needing over €25m.
Indeed, most infrastructure projects are seeking
something between €500k and €10m. Critically,

Opportunities
•

Private financing can play a role in accelerating the
development of quality community-based services by
providing capital at a faster rate than what the public
authorities can currently provide. This is particularly
the case for social infrastructure; rather than for the
day-to-day costs of service provision (EASPD).34

•

Accelerating access to capital supports the transition
from institutional to community-based care and
support

•

Providing more options for public authorities and
providers

•

Changing the rules of financing of social services and
enabling creating a profit (CZ - SP)

•

Diversifying the financing resources of SPs in order to
strengthen their social purpose and autonomy (BE –
SP)

Kane D and Ravenscroft C (2016): p26
Bignal T and Vaughan R (2017), Investing in Social Care and Support: a European imperative, EASPD: Brussels, November
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the bundling of projects is not well enough
organised due to lack of capacity, competition
between providers etc. (see Section 5 for
potential solutions).
•

It is hard to compare an investment project (and
leverage) in financing the renovation or
construction of a major investment such as a
hospital and the financing of an institution for
persons with disabilities. Based on surveys made
by UNIPSO, needed loans can amount from €
10.000 to € 6 million, with an average amount of
roughly € 1,3 million and a median amount of €
250.000 (BE – SP).

•

The need for lending can also depend on
organisational type (CZ - Service Provider):

•

o

Private non-profit organizations use
sometimes loans to prefund their
organization at the beginning of the
year (before the state subvention
comes) (also ES – Investor)

o

Private for profit organisations usually
have enough funding for investments

o

NGOs and social service providers need
longer loan maturities (minimum 15
years but usually 20-25 years) with a
lower monthly repayment. And ideally
without the need for a guarantee from
the statutory representative. So,
project co-financing is usually up to
20% of total project costs. The interest
rate is very individual (on standard 3-5% loans, plus comprehensive start-ups
support = limited loans with a high
default rate of 9%) (CZ-I)

o

Public providers sometimes use loans
for investments.

•

Usually we need a prescriber: association, federation;
social care organisations usually are small and
disseminated (S - I).

There is a register of social service providers in
the Czech Republic. It does not guarantee the
quality of provided care, but providers are
subject to potential inspection of services and
must comply with quality standards (given by
legislation). ČS, has a social banking department
that has most of these social services, projects
and providers in the portfolio and can verify that
the subject has a management system and
quality monitoring of the care provided (CZ-I)

Bottlenecks
•

Lack of capacity/expertise; no shared language;
little trust; small sized projects; legal barriers;
lack of competition between investors; lack of
private investor understanding about SP
realities; importance of ethical values and
consistency with social purpose; private non-

Needs
The main needs identified by respondents so far are:
•

Understanding when, why and how to access private
finance, in particular:
o

Engaging with authorities re. private
investment options
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•

profit financial statements handicap a good
analysis by the investor

o

Building a business plan for an investment
project

Whilst respondents recognised the importance
of lending going to high quality social care and
support projects there is a perception that
prospective private investors lack mechanisms
to assess quality.

o

Negotiating with private investors

•

The exceptions to this are: national or regional
regulations; some banking criteria e.g. number
of jobs to be created and criteria for assessing
project quality used by public banks (e.g. EIB).

•

From the service provider perspective, there is a
reliance on actors in the field (both PIs and SPs
and their representing organisations) to provide
relevant information at the very local level,
based on concrete examples (BE – SP).

•

Banks do not want to finance entities without a
history and collateral. There is a preference for
rather shorter collateralised loans and equity
(CZ-I)

•

Meanwhile, monitoring the destiny, tracking the
process and success of the subvention is very
important for investors (ES - I).

•

Developing financial skills and knowledge adapted to
social-purpose activities, and considering the blend of
public, commercial, donation and private funding of
SPs (BE – SP)

•

The risk models used by banks need to be reviewed.
They might be ‘fit for purpose’ for a bank but be a
‘poor judge of character’ for a non-profit service
provider (S - I).

3.2 Funding of social investment by the private sector: “performancebased”
From the investor perspective, implicit in grants or gifts to the charity sector and in the various types
of new “unconventional” Social Impact Investment (SII) finance which a4i will cover is a fourth factor
which can be added to the standard three-part calculus of desired return. “Social impact” is where
funders wish to see not (just) financial returns for themselves but rather the generation of social gains
to others. This will not usually be a factor for commercial banks, though it may be for social banks;
and some commercial banks do maintain social banking departments so both have skill in the area
and quite possibly some motivation to achieve social ends).
Note that the motivation for the public sector will be cost reduction, savings in public expenditure,
and quality enhancement. There needs to be a match between these aspirations and those of
investors.
It is useful here to express the unconventional sort of funding for social investment where there is a
link to performance as “Social Impact Investment” (SII)35. SII may involve some degree of financial
returns to funding. However, there is a continuum in the returns sought (see Figures 2 and 3) and, the
closer to pure charity or philanthropy, the less financial return there will presumably be. As always,
this plays out across time, and the attitudes to time of the different participants will condition how it

35

See also https://www.onimpactnow.org.
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works, in terms of all the four types of return (capital repayment, interest, profit risk return, social
impact).
The SII term originally was centred just on philanthropy (“strategic giving”, donations/gifts, impactonly) end of the continuum, but has spread to a whole mélange of financial and other targets and
instruments. The general idea is to use financial resources to generate a combination of measurable
social and financial returns, in differing geometries. This offers a way to help social organisations
access suitable financing beyond that immediately available from the state, and to improve their
ability to deliver impact.
Social Impact Investment as a discussed entity began to emerge around the turn of the millennium,
though the underlying idea has been around for a very long time. Authoritative typologies for what it
might mean in concrete terms are included in, for example, a report from the EU’s Joint Research
Centre36, one from the OECD37, and a variety of publications from the European Venture Philanthropy
Association (www.evpa.eu.com). These publications and others describe the spectrums of capital
sources, and also link them to the financial instruments which can be used to intermediate. Arguably,
much of this literature comes from the perspective of investors, and not the service providers (who
need to grapple with issues such as bureaucracy, accountancy models, defining social impact,
workforce challenges, financial sustainability of the model for service providers, etc.). The eventual
use of Social Impact Investment will involve a balance between the interests of the two main parties,
and of course government and users too. Note that there is a huge amount of grey literature in the
SII area, much of it from protagonists with a story to tell or to sell.
The characterisation of impact investing as being on a continuum is reasonably accepted. Figure 2 is
one illustration, looking at “mission-related finance”.
Various financial instruments are implicit in this graphic: gifts, grants, social impact bonds (see Section
4.6) equity, quasi-equity, bonds, unsecured debt, secured debt/mortgages. They each have different
features in terms of expectation of returns (of different types), security, duration, cost… The a4i
consortium needs to have a picture, depending on the country, of how these relate to each other.

36

Maduro, M., Pasi, G., Misuraca, G., Social impact investment in the EU. Financing strategies and outcome oriented
approaches for social policy innovation: narratives, experiences, and recommendations, EUR 29190 EN, Publications Office
of the European Union, Luxembourg, 2018, ISBN 978-92-79-81783-0, doi:10.2760/159402, JRC111373
37
OECD, Social impact investment: building the evidence base, 2015.
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Figure 2: Spectrum of ‘Mission-related finance”

An alternative but rather parallel view of the spectrum of funding types is given in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Types of investor and types of financing (Belgium)

Project
size

Service
provision

Type
of
finance

Grants &
donations

Foundations
&
Crowdgiving
platforms

Public

Social
Infrastructure

Loans

Subsidies

Public
authorities

Banks &
Social
lenders

Impact
investing

Innovative
Finance - SIBs

Venture
Public & Private
philantropy &
investors
Impact Funds

One danger should be mentioned in the whole issue of “impact investing”. This rests on declarations
(supported by some metrics: see later, Section 4.7) which are subject to hype. It has visibly happened
for environmental finance, where there is a good deal of concern about “greenwashing” some
activities which are not as environmentally positive as maintained. The same could be true of social
impact metrics.
Social Impact Investment could be applied to almost any of the sectors of social investment mentioned
at various points above, under the wide definition including healthcare and education or under the
narrow one - which is what a4i should adopt - of just social care and support: it applies to the ways of
financing activities and capital investment rather than to what is financed. The a4i project should
therefore cover in depth the different types of Social Impact Investment - across public health
measures, early childhood learning, some vocational training, long-term care for those with a
disability, migrants, prisoners, and support for the elderly. As long as there is a social service where
parties other than the state can in principle be drawn in to support and pre-fund, or establish facilities
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for, the service delivery, then it can usefully be called SII. This concept, of Performance-based Social
Impact Investment, is the second major thematic area, and the more innovative topic, which a4i will
need to cover.
Social impact investors can be very varied – users, own funds, friends & families, charity members (e.g.
in a co-op), customers offering advance credit, crowd-funding, community shares, accelerators &
prizes, social banks, specialist social impact investors (angels, trusts, foundations…), etc. This diversity
will need to be considered in the project.

3.2.1 Partners’ experience and practice with performance-based lending

Starting points
•

It is new to the majority of the sector and most of
those who are aware are quite suspicious

•

There are not many positive examples for service
providers and quite a few negative ones.

•

There is interest in understanding how such
instruments can be used when public authorities do
not want to invest in a new project due to its
innovative (inherently risky) nature. Using an
innovative form of lending could help to share the
risk during the project testing/piloting, with the
public authority funding the entire project or the
replication and scaling of it once proved effective.

•

Innovative lending would be considered for
adapting the loans to the specificities of SP
activities, considering their social impact, or for
gathering different types of PIs (public, private,
other SPs) (BE – SP)

•

In the Czech Republic, Partners feel that theye do
not need innovative lending, the problem is that
there is a discriminatory and non-transparent state
system of co-funding social care. This is not stable
and mainly prefers state operators to private ones.
This does not allow the market a long-term financial
planning (CZ-I).

Opportunities
•

We can help to boost investment into innovative
forms of service provision, by sharing the investment
risk between public and private investors

•

More experience and reachable supply of those
financial products (CZ - SP)

•

Same as for conventional lending:
o

•

Bottlenecks

Diversify the financing resources of SPs in
order to strengthen their social purpose and
autonomy (BE – SP)

Synergy with conventional lending (S - I)

Needs

•

It is seen by many as encouraging the privatisation
of the sector and therefore seen suspiciously

•

Investments are needed for building new capacities
(CZ - SP)

•

Measuring social impact is by definition very
complex and – if done poorly – can have very
negative effects on service provision (creamskimming, race to the bottom, etc.)

•

•

Continuity and sustainability of service provision is
crucial

We would expect this to be in the range of many tens
of millions EUR for the next 5 years. Dedicated mostly
for senior housing for new facilities as well as for
reconstructing the current ones = e.g. we expect this
demand for 300 facilities (CZ-I)
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•

Identifying where it can be a useful instrument for
increasing social impact, and not just seen as a way
of cutting costs

•

Out of the scope of conventional lending; Long term
investments with uncertain return; new activities or
start-ups; not too much (S - I)

•

Matching process between both parts is very
complex and difficult (S - I)

•

Same as for conventional lending:

•

Same as for conventional lending:

•

o

Lack of information on funding possibilities
available and adapted to SP (BE – SP)

o

Lack of financial competences and
knowledge in SPs and on the counterpart
the lack of knowledge and know-how of
private investors about SPs reality
(financing mode, public funding, activities,
etc.) (BE – SP)

o

Importance of ethical values and
consistency with their social purpose (BE –
SP)

o

Size of enterprises (BE – SP)

o

develop financial skills and knowledge
adapted to social-purpose activities and
considering the blend of public, commercial,
donation and private funding of SPs BUT with
deeper and more insightful knowledge of
innovative lending schemes and experiments
(BE – SP)

No experience/supply of financial products (CZ - SP)
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4. ANALYTICAL ELEMENTS FOR UNDERSTANDING
INVESTMENT IN SOCIAL SERVICES
4.1 How should the state procure social services?
Investment which takes place to support social service provision by private parties follows on and
enables the procurement of those services by the public sector. What are the mechanisms which
could be used by the state to buy services, and what is their impact on the subsequent supportive
investment?
EASPD has characterised four models or routes implicated in service procurement: public
procurement, including competitive bidding; reserved markets; private investment (loans and SII); and
personal budgets:
•

•

•

Public procurement is the generic description for the way in which public authorities
purchase goods, works and services. The model has grown in prominence over the last few
years as states have looked for methods to manage better with limited budgets. EU
legislation and policy directions have also favoured it. The standard route is to couple public
procurement with competitive bidding – the public authority opens a market for all
interested players to compete. The objective of the model is to explore the market for the
provider best able to deliver on the objectives, to carry it out efficiently and with high
standards of conduct. EASPD’s view is that “[I]n the field of social care, competitive
tendering under public procurement has not proved to be an effective instrument in the
development of community-based and person-centred care services, in line with the UN
CRPD... To the contrary, there is little to no evidence of any example across Europe where
public procurement has been a success in social care services. It is however very easy to find
negative examples across the continent”;
Reserved markets are a limit case of public procurement, where the authorities can reserve
access to specific public markets for one or a limited number of organisations responding to
certain characteristics, such as NFP, and without opening up to the full market. It could, for
example, restrict the list to those providers which have fulfilled a condition of having a
licence validating pre-set quality criteria. This procurement model is common for the
funding of social services across Europe. It can allow long-term cooperation, partnership,
and a high level of planning reliability. Private investment can be attracted to that reliability,
and transaction costs are lessened. However, there can be a loss of transparency;
Personal budgets are, as with “private investment” (below), not a procurement method as
such but rather an indirect funding route. A state body allocates financial resources to an
individual needing care, who can then make their own arrangements to meet specified
needs rather than having the needs met directly by the public sector. This route radically
changes the way services are funded, as providers now have to engage with persons
requiring social services support who control their own budget and are in a position of
(some) strength with regard to the service provider. Such providers are often in competition
with each other, but hopefully in a race to the best possible service. The implications for
investment are not fully clear but presumably the (mostly private) providers could then look
for investment using either bank finance or SII (bringing us back to the subject of a4i, and of
this paper);
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•

Private investment is not a way of procuring services, but more of a statement about the
way that the service is then funded – and this paper centrally deals with it.

The big questions here are the extent to which public procurement should in some ideal world be
limited to reserved market structures; and whether personal budgets can ever be a sizeable route for
funding service delivery. Certainly, these constitute developing trends. They have already been
implemented in several regions to fund service delivery (Flanders, Scotland) and are being tested in
others (Austria, Finland). These points have implications for non-state finance – and of course for
professional development in the area. Despite this, could for example personal budgets cause
fragmentation in the size of the provider organisations (as a vulnerable person, having a personal
budget but dealing with large and impersonal provider organisations might be challenging)?
The project will also need to consider clear evidence on how long-term investment balanced between
different generations impacts on the efficiency of social welfare systems, employment and
productivity. So, this should be a factor to be considered when deciding how to prioritise public
investments and debts.
Figure 4: The generational welfare contract (income replacement in social insurance for three agerelated social risks – averages for 18 OECD countries 1980-2010)38

Any kind of pure market could not to do a satisfactory job in social services. One sure implication of
this known market failure is that people in social care and support activities seeking funding for
transformative services will automatically be wary about engaging private investment, and particularly
when there is any profit motive - that is, any return supposedly compensating for risks. The nature
and extent of any risk transfer, and the return needed to secure that, will always be a contentious
issue, and is discussed further below.

38

Birnbaum S, Ferrarini T, Nelson K, Palme J (2017) The Generational Welfare Contract: Justice, Institutions and Outcomes,
Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing: https://doi.org/10.1080/13668803.2018.1503074
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4.2 The life-cycle framework for care providers to access investment39
The funding needs of Social Enterprises can be usefully classified to vary according to their stage in
the life-cycle. This can be conveniently split into “Getting started”, “Keeping going”, “Scaling up” and
“Buying an asset”:
•

•

•
•

Start-up enterprises tend to be high risk because of the novelty, and the difficulties this poses
are exacerbated given that the returns in delivering social services tend to be relatively low.
This is not encouraging for either bank finance or for many social impact investors. Among
the latter group, those most oriented to social value gains (and less interested in any financial
return), who could simply be donors, represent the best option. Possible uses for the
investment are for product and service design, early investment in IT or marketing systems,
and staffing. There is a need to get through the “valley of death”, where a bright idea does
not prove to be sustainable;
An organisation which is better-established in what it does may nevertheless after a few years
find itself with financial problems while keeping going. The needs are likely to be for cashflow
and working capital – even if in some sense the organisation is “profitable” - rather than any
infrastructure. The range of finance providers can be larger, including social banks and
specialist social investors;
Scaling up enables a social service provider to bid for bigger contracts, deliver more services
to more people and operate across a wider geographic area. Often this can be a staff
question – increasing the number or the specialisms – or moving to a different location;
Asset purchase can be a good way of securing financial stability (avoiding the need to pay rent,
which will usually be the second-biggest cost after staff, and potentially earning capital gains;
or earning rent from letting space to tenants in the social services or other sectors). Although
it is often a part of “scaling up”, it brings an entirely different perspective in terms of finance.
This can be sought in the form of a property mortgage, or later on it can be used to secure
other bank debt. It is estimated in the UK that 90% of the social investment market is in the
form of secured loans40. There are of course some sub-sectors in social services – affordable
housing, sheltered living facilities etc. – which will inherently involve property and other
assets. One option here could be asset transfer, where buildings previously owned and run
by the public sector are passed on to a charity or social enterprise. In any event, the sums of
money sourced will probably be much higher than is typical for the other three categories.

The sort of issues which are involved in assessing needs across the life-cycle are: What do you need
money for? How much money do you need? How will you pay the money back? How much input do
you want from investors? What are your investors expecting to happen?
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This section leans heavily on information in https://www.socialenterprise.org.uk, and particularly the “Social Investment
Explained Guide”.
40
Recognising that this is not fully consistent, perhaps because of coverage reasons, with the estimates in Table 3 above.
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4.3 Social economy or social business?
One point which is important in some jurisdictions is the distinction between charitable and
incorporated status. The sector regulators may well be quite different. In the UK, a charity will
typically have tight objectives and will not be allowed to stray outside of those. There are limits on
profitability, which implies constraints on the ability to lay down reserves. The trustees of a charity
will have unlimited liability, which might well make them conservative and certainly might make
funders conservative in dealing with them. Typically, grants and donations will be the main funding
source, at least while the entity is small.
A social company (variously called Social Purpose Organisation, Social Enterprise etc.) will have a much
greater ability to trade, will have more flexible aims which can be readily changed, and the
shareholders will have limited liability. They can make more profit and, depending on the company’s
statute, will be able to distribute that or alternatively plough it back into the company’s activities. In
the UK, there are some charities which are also incorporated, and this will involve double-reporting
obligations but allow more operational flexibility. In the Czech Republic, social companies must be
For-Profit (and, correspondingly, charities are purely Not-For_Profit).
In the UK, charities are more often choosing one of the several available incorporation statuses. Bigger
charities tend to have incorporation. It may become evident in the a4i research that being a social
company will unlock more options for either Social Impact Investment or conventional bank
borrowing.

4.4 Outcome-Based Commissioning (OBC)
For a procuring public authority and for private investors, an important feature in social impact
investment effectiveness in the delivery of a particular social service is the measure of the output or,
better, of the outcome. Contracts will often link at least a portion of a contractor’s payment to the
achievement of specific measurable and predictable outcomes. It is because social service providers
need liquidity to operate while they wait for their revenues to flow in after demonstrating
performance that they will need to look for WiP funding (see above). Other names for OBC are
Payment by Results (PbR) and Payment for Performance (P4P).
One supposed rationale here is that the risks involved in creating or operating a service should be
accepted either by those with the maximum (relative) appetite to hold them, or the maximum
(relative) ability to manage them. This is for example a standard argument in favour of PPP
mechanisms. The extent to which it is true is a question of value judgements, or empirical verification
(arguably, many PPPs have not transferred much true risk, and the risk premium paid by the public
sector for such risk transfer as has taken place is quite high).
It may be that asset-based financing like for residential or semi-residential facilities will have less of a
service OBC flavour. On the other hand, that is rather close to a PPP, and performance will still be
measured and remunerated.
It could be said that OBC/PbR/P4P are best-suited to an environment using competitive bidding – at
least, that is where they have historically been most used (= UK). Their raison d'être in the sense of
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applying a discipline to a contractor and acting as a payment mechanism would not be so clear in a
‘reserved market’ framework (Section 4.1 above).

4.5 Making societal benefits more visible
The local benefits arising from social investment for infrastructure and human capital can be
substantial, with both direct and induced employment effects being possible in economies which are
experiencing unacceptably high levels of under- and unemployment41. Whilst the economic literature
on the link between infrastructure investment and sustainable growth remains inconclusive, the link
between investment in health and education appears strong and positive42 as are those funded via
borrowing rather than from increased taxes.43
With fiscal austerity measures appearing to be a continuing feature across many of the EU-28
countries, the suitability of using private finance to fund social infrastructure critically depends on the
extent to which governments can and will guarantee the debt interest charges and capital
repayments. Wider societal benefits associated with any scheme may be large, but they may not
deliver adequate levels of free cash to cover what is needed to repay private capital obligations.
Nonetheless, making these societal benefits more visible is important. First, such transparency
provides the evidence that allows governments to allocate their increasingly scarce public revenues
to the development of social infrastructure proposals. Secondly, whilst individually these wider
societal benefits do not offer private financiers direct certainty of debt repayment, they offer evidence
that could underpin a government’s long-term support for such projects, i.e. they offer a rationale for
why a government will ring-fence future tax revenues to ensure any new debt obligations are fully
met.

4.6 Problems in monetising shared benefits
An added complication to be overcome when seeking to increase the level of investment in social
infrastructure and associated services is how to link the wide, societal benefits that it delivers with the
cash needed to fund it; the benefits may not accrue to those who are paying for it or those who pay
may not be able or be willing to pay what is necessary to secure its delivery.
Looked at broadly, social infrastructure is essential in the delivery of mainline service needs and
ensuring labour mobility is supported through the provision of, for example, affordable social housing.
41

It is important to note that the overall impact of any fiscal stimulus needs to be assessed in terms of its additionality and
displacement effects. The wider the geographical region being assessed the lower the likelihood of overall net additional
employment and fiscal benefits being generated. See: ECB Economic Bulletin, Issue 2 / 2016 ‘Public investment in Europe’
42
See OECD Economic Outlook Volume 2015/1, ‘Lifting investment for higher sustainable growth’
https://www.oecd.org/investment/Economic-Outlook-97-Lifting-investment-for-higher-sustainable-growth.pdf
43
IMF Working Paper, WP/15/95, 2015, ‘The Macroeconomic Effects of Public Investment: Evidence from Advanced
Economies’ https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2015/wp1595.pdf
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It is also key to the effective functioning of a country’s economy. However, whilst society as a whole
benefits from the delivery of suitably structured, procured and manged social infrastructure and
services, it is a sub-set of society such as the general taxpayer and users of the assets (i.e. renters of
social housing) who pay for it.
So, to deliver more transformational social care and support will require general or local tax-payers’
support even though ‘free-rider’ benefits exist (i.e. those who use the asset do not pay for it). Securing
this tax-payers’ support becomes increasingly important and potentially more difficult, noting that
there is rising demand for the use of increasingly scarce tax payers’ funds.
Even when the willingness of the exchequer to pay for such assets is secured, the amount the taxpayer
base can afford to support may be insufficient to meet the funding required, particularly if the cash
needed is predominately upfront.
Finally, whilst the benefits to society may be substantial, this does not necessarily translate into cash
available to pay for the assets to be procured; wider social inclusion benefits may be pivotal but may
not be easy to convert into free cash available to pay, at least in the timeframe of any infrastructure
build programme. This latter point adds to the challenges of using private finance as a means of paying
for infrastructure and other relevant elements for transformative social care and support.

4.7 What are the metrics for SII and OBC?

Private investors need to understand the specificities and action logic in the social care sector
a. Social utility / social added value / social impact is at the heart of the action logic of the
associative sector => how to integrate this dimension into the expectations and
demands of private investors? ex. quality ratios (rather than profitability ratios)
b. Develop a "business" / "social impact" oriented approach rather than "output
performance"
c. Take into account the values of the associative sector (solidarity, cooperation, freedom
of association, etc.)
d. Develop tools that are more consistent with the action logic of the non-profit sector
(e.g. having specialized advisers who travel in the field to meet associations)

Pursuing the above point, there will very often be a need for metrics to evaluate the construction and
delivery of a project. Is the capital investment in a social impact project prospectively worthwhile (or
was it so, retrospectively) for investors? The methodologies here are not simple. There is the
conventional financial profitability measure of the Internal Rate of Return (IRR), and this is used by,
for example, companies or financial institutions44, largely for areas with trustworthy prices. Similarly,

44

The UK’s Big Society Capital, which is a major institution connecting social investment to charities and social enterprises,
uses IRR as the measure of the performance of all of its investments. This is so, even though most of the supported
investments are in non-market areas.
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the Economic Rate of Return (ERR) is used by public institutions such as the European Investment
Bank – and therefore the Investment Plan for Europe and its successor InvestEU. Governments carry
out the evaluation of the capital efficiency of non-market investments and activities by calculating
within a “Cost-Benefit Analysis” (CBA) framework; like the ERR, this allocates prices of a certain kind
to costs and values which are not priced in ordinary markets (“shadow prices”), and thereby
compensates for taxation, poor or non-existent product prices, and externalities (that is, unintended
impacts of one party’s actions on another)45.
Specifically, for the social impact area, the index of the Social Rate of Return (SRoI) has been
developed. According to the SRoI Network, SRoI is “a framework based on social generally accepted
accounting principles (SGAAP) that can be used to help manage and understand the social, economic
and environmental out-comes”46. SRoI was developed from social accounting and cost benefit
analysis. SRoI puts a monetary value on social benefits, and compares public and private benefits to
costs. In its simplest form, the SRoI ratio can be calculated by:
SRoI ratio47 = (Present Value of Impact) / (Value of Inputs)
There are two types of SRoI. The first is evaluative, which is conducted retrospectively and based on
actual outcomes that have already taken place. The second is forecast, which predicts how much social
value will be created if the activities meet their intended outcomes. This is especially useful in the
planning stages of an activity, or if existing data does not enable you to compute an evaluative SRoI.
The SRoI method is a multi-step process. The diagram below from the SROI Network summarizes the
steps in the SRoI process.

Figure 5: The SRoI process48

Define the scope of the analysis
•
•
•

•

Describe the issues the organization is addressing and its objectives in addressing them
Identify the stakeholders initially considered to be most impacted by the organization’s activities
Map the relationships between the organization’s inputs, activities, and outcomes for each stakeholder
(i.e. its theory of change)
Assess the relevance of the outcomes

Identify indicators, impact, and attribution
•
•

•

Establish the indicators that will be used to measure the inputs, activities, and outcomes identified
above with a focus on outcomes
Quantify the impact of the organization’s efforts (i.e. expected outcomes over time minus negative
consequences and minus those things that would have happened irrespective of the organization’s
involvement)
Assess the significance of the outcomes
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For example, HM Treasury, The Green Book: Central government guidance on appraisal and evaluation, Crown Copyright
2018.
46
Nicholls, Jeremy, Eilis Lawlor, Eva Neitzert, and Tim Godspeed. A Guide to Social Return on Investment January 2012.
47
The accepted definitions are usually a ratio rather than a Net Present Value (NPV) number
48
GIIRS & SROI Network. “GIIRS and SROI: What is the relationship?” February 2013
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Value
•
•

Assign monetary values to those outcomes considered significant
Reassess significance of the outcomes considering the relative values

Manage Value
Unfortunately, the methodology for the SRoI metric is by no means settled. It contains a variety of
elements, valued differently depending on the analyst: stakeholder engagement, articulation of
change processes, monetisation when possible, transparency etc. And, despite the name, SRoI is
confusingly not really a rate-of-return at all, in that it is actually a benefit/cost ratio. Even the simple
arithmetic basis of it is problematic, in that some recognised practitioners use e.g. “€2 of value for
every €1 of investment” whereas others talk of “€1 of net value for every €1 of investment” (i.e. is the
original investment included in the denominator or not?)49. These actually yield identical answers in
terms of a valid decision, but do not sound the same at all. SRoI seems like a way forward, but in fact
it is not straightforward.
All of these measures (IRR, ERR, CBA, SRoI) need to have or be linked to explicit assumptions about
the discount rate to be used to estimate the value of time, in order to reflect the fact that investment
is up front but the returns flow in later. There is certainly no agreement at all on discount rates in the
SRoI world. CBA (governments) and ERR (public banks) have a more established view here – but in
any event, the value of time in investment appraisal calculations is a key and controversial parameter.
The challenge of identifying viable metrics for SII and OBC and the more basic issues of monetizing
shared benefits (4.5) or making social benefits more visible (4.6) require proven methods like Cost
Benefit Analysis but perhaps applied using newer tools?
The analysis of SII projects will of course need to understand fully the value of such investments to
the public sector (costs saving or quality enhancement), though these are context factors rather than
central to the calculation of investors and service providers in their transaction.

4.8 What could be the contractual structure of Social Impact Investing?
In most cases, and in an OBC or performance-based framework, there are four or five principal parties
involved: users (of the service i.e. citizens), commissioners (the public sector that wants a service
delivered), providers (who have the capability to deliver the service), and investors (who want their
finance used to generate a balance, to be defined, of financial and ethical reward), with sometimes in
49

See the contrasting treatments in The SROI Network, “A guide to social return on investment”, January 2012 versus
Masters R et al., “Return on investment of public health interventions: a systematic review”, J Epidemiol Community Health:
first published as 10.1136/jech-2016-208141 on 29 March 2017.
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addition a delivery agent which is a Special Purpose Vehicle or Contractor (SPV, SPC), set up to hold
the principal operational contract. It could be said that there will be regulators (perhaps the same as
the commissioners) involved too.
Figure 6 below illustrates a typical structure, for a “Social Impact Bond”, but it is relatively general for
performance-based structures. Linking all this together will be a set of contractual relationships, and
these will lay out for example the OBC arrangements. We should expect to see this multi-way
structure repeated time after time in Social Impact Investment projects.

Figure 6: Structure of a Social Impact Bond financing vehicle

Source: OECD (footnote 9), from UK Cabinet Office, available at https://www.gov.uk/social-impact-bonds.

Social Impact Bonds as a special case
A particular arrangement which has attracted a great deal of interest in SII is Social Impact Bonds (SIB).
A Social Impact Bond (SIB) is a financial mechanism in which investors pay for a set of interventions
conducted by a social operator/provider (e.g. a charity) to improve a social outcome for users that is
of social and/or financial interest to a government commissioner. It differs from the ordinary public
service payment-by-results contracts, for which the social operator typically uses its own money to
roll out the programme, aiming at achieving good enough results that payments will be made from
the government commissioner to cover the costs. A SIB takes away the financial risk from both the
government commissioner and the social operator delivering the service, because social investors step
in to cover the running costs (and even perhaps infrastructure investment) upfront.
The initial example of this, and the one quoted all the time, is the 2010 SIB for Peterborough Prisons,
where a delivery agent was established to offer service provision programmes designed to reduce
recidivism by short-sentence prisoners due to be released. The supposed results at Peterborough
were of an 8% reduction in reoffending compared to a control group. Paradoxically, SIBs are
misnomers – they are not in fact bonds (which are a fixed-return debt vehicle), because of the strong
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performance (OBC, PbR, P4P) link which is absent from a true bond. There are now many SIBs in the
US market, and the UK is still by some considerable way the leading country within Europe.
Belgium has tried using the SIB mechanism, mainly for employment services to improve access to jobs
for NEETs and refugees, and for long-term unwell (Actiris, Brussels and VDAB in Flanders)50. A recent
example of a SIB can be found in France with the Hémisphère social impact investment initiative (see
5.2 below). The jury is out on the success of SIBs, though some do certainly appear to have been
successful (https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fair-chance-fund-evaluation-final-report).
Whereas there was initially huge enthusiasm, especially in the UK, for the mechanism, the results have
generally not been stellar, often because of the significant transaction costs involved in what are
essentially one-off, unique schemes. It is arguable that there should be no expectation of SIBs as
operational models of private investor engagement being replicated and scaled within the private
sector. Instead, the emphasis should be on SIBs as a method of proving an innovative process route
for social provision. When successful, the public sector could then roll out the process model
repeatedly at scale, using its own funding. In that sense, SIBs are a perfectly valid piece of social R&D –
but not a way of continuously delivering social services.
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https://www.vdab.be/sites/web/files/doc/partners/projecten/sib-webpage%20%281%29.pdf
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5. Innovation in service design, delivery and its financing
In this section we look at a set of case examples from social housing and associated social care and
support services that provide examples of innovation in service design, delivery and its financing.

5.1 Case Example A: Combining technological innovation with the built
environment to support active ageing
MOPACT was a four-year project funded by the European Commission under the Seventh Framework
Programme to provide the research and practical evidence upon which Europe can begin to make
longevity an asset for social and economic development51. A driver for this was that changes in the
labour market and social behaviour coupled with a remarkable extension in longevity have
transformed the experience of later life. The boundaries of frailty are being pushed back and, for a
growing number of older Europeans, 70 is the new 50.
An important aspect of active ageing is the physical-spatial-technical environment in which people
live. This environment includes private living units, neighbourhoods, retirement communities, public
transport, communication technology, etc. The listing covers a broad variety of different areas; within
this research field, MOPACT focused on three: information and communication technology (ICT),
housing and mobility. The project main focus was about identifying promising and innovative
approaches, which will benefit both the living conditions of people and the prospects for relevant
business firms and sectors. The selected case examples listed in Table 5 were drawn from five different
European countries: Finland, Germany, Poland, Spain and the United Kingdom.

Table 4: Good practice case examples of the built and technological environment for active ageing52
Abbeyfield

The Abbeyfield Society provides different forms of accommodation
and services among elderly, predominantly in the UK but also
worldwide.

Andalusian telecare
service

The Agency for Social Services and Dependency of Andalusia
(ASSADA) provides social services for older and/or disabled persons
including a telecare service.

Ayuntamiento de San
Sebastián

The city of Donostia-San Sebastián has responded to the
demographic challenges with multiple activities targeting the
(transportation) needs of older people. This includes the
implementation of a minibus-service, vertical transport solutions
and walking activities.

KÄKÄTE – User Centered

The KÄKÄTE project seeks to find out more about using technology
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http://mopact.group.shef.ac.uk/about/
More details about each of these case examples can be found in MOPACT (2014) Built and technological environment:
case studies. Deliverable D7.3 at http://mopact.group.shef.ac.uk
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Technology for Elderly
People and Care Givers

to support older persons in their daily routines and care givers in
their assisting work. To reach these aims, the project combines
research, networking and dissemination activities.

“Kotisairaala” – Hospital
at Home

Kotisairaala provides intensive health care at the patients’ home
instead of a treatment in a hospital.

Mi – More independent

Mi seeks to increase the scale of technology-enabled services
operating in Liverpool.

Nie Sami (“Not Alone”)

Nie Sami is social housing project for elderly, offering assisted
housing in rented flats.

WirWohnenZusammen
(“WeLiveTogether”)

The WiWoZu-house of the hwg eG is an example for crossgenerational shared housing.

In terms of social housing and ICT, the following conclusions were drawn from analysis of good practice
examples:

•

Although technical possibilities exist, a large part of today’s buildings are not appropriate to
function as health and social care points for people in old age i.e. they are not fit for purpose. To
achieve this, such buildings often have to be reconstructed and several modernisations done. The
living situation needs to allow both individuality and community. Such conditions can be created
with the help of intelligent living facilities and housing-related services. Due to the fact that
affordability is one of the main reasons for the rejection of age-friendly housing, new ways of
financing such conditions of housing have to be found, including financing refurbishment of legacy
stock;

•

The need for the modernisation and reconstruction of buildings and the related infrastructure
offers opportunities for (new) coalitions to enable the elderly to stay in their homes and
neighbourhoods. Demographic change means that the elderly, the owners (e.g. landlords) and
technology providers (as well as actors of the construction industry, architects etc.) need to
develop better ways of operating such housing. Relevant stakeholders such as politicians, local
authorities, private landlords or the housing industry and civil society have to address action in
order to improve the housing situation of the elderly in a way that fosters active and healthy
ageing. As the good practice examples have shown, the realised projects require the cooperation
of these different stakeholders;

•

It is thought that social networks (or household size) play a crucial role considering technology
acceptance and therefore the wider use of technologies. But, so far, few studies have dealt with
this issue. ICT-based products and services have the potential to enable participation in society
and hence decrease the threat of social isolation. That said, it is presumed that older people show
more involvement in ICT if they can count on social support, e.g. by their families and relatives –
or, as the good practice cases show, (voluntary) guides. This leads to the challenge that those who
could benefit most from technology have limited access to promising products and services;

•

Critically, the funding of projects and the reimbursement of devices and services are dominant
barriers which also affect the sustainability of initiatives or measurements. In Spain,
mainstreaming has been achieved through legal standards and policy initiatives creating
responsibilities; people have the right to use telecare and can receive a discount on the services.
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Technology has emerged as an essential access point to societal goods – most notably healthcare.
The digital divide can lead to a societal divide if the use of technology fails to challenge
assumptions regarding older people.

5.2 Case Example B: ‘Hemisphere’ - providing emergency accommodation
& support for vulnerable social groups

Figure 7: Overview of the Hémisphère social impact investment initiative

In 2016, the French government set up a call for tender for innovative financing to lower the cost of
emergency accommodation for homeless persons, asylum-seekers, currently mainly provided by
commercial hotel with little to no social support53.
The Group Société Nationale Immobilière (SNI), a real-estate subsidiary 100% owned by Group Caisse
des Dépôts, won the tender by designing an interesting synergy between its asset management
subsidiary Ampère Gestion (Asset Management and Private Equity for Real Estate) and its subsidiary
specialized in managing social housing and social insertion, Adoma.
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A survey conducted in 2013 by the Paris municipal humanitarian emergency service (“SAMU social de Paris”) showed that
more than 25% of families accommodated by commercial hotels for an average period of 2,9 years were not at all
accompanied by a social worker. Observatoire du Samu Social de Paris, «Rapport d’enquête ENFAMS, Enfants et famille snas
logement personnel en Ile de France », October 2014
http://www.mipes.org/IMG/pdf/ENFAMS_rapport_final.pdf
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Ampere Gestion set up a social impact fund (“Hémisphère”) in March 2017 to finance the acquisition
of budget hotels and their conversion into emergency accommodations. Six institutional investors54
have invested in it (100M €) and the Council of Europe Development Bank lent 100 M €.
The scheme works as follows:
1. The Fund buys around a hundred “budget hotels” and finances their conversion to
emergency accommodation. The selection of the hotels follows strict contractual
requirements set by the French government regarding their location (proximity to public
services and public transportation), and their conversion must follow quality standards’
2. The buildings are rented to Adoma, which manages the building and works on assisting the
occupants for a daily fee negotiated with the French Government for a 5-year long contract.
The French government has set up contractual requirements, namely quantifiable social
objectives such as:
•
•
•
•

Ability to propose sustainable housing solutions to the occupants (70% of the eligible
households)
Children’s schooling (95% of 6 to 16 year old)
Integration in traditional social programs (80% of eligible households must have gained
access to a given programme within 6 months of their settling in).
Engagement in reception and integration contract (90% of the individuals);

3. An independent auditor assesses the extent to which the social targets – on which, part of
the investors’ remuneration depends – are met.
Specificity of the scheme:
The institutional investors are remunerated on:
•

The rent Adoma pays to the Fund (fixed)

•

The success rate towards the social objectives the French Government has set (variable).

This specific design of social impact bonds (with a fixed remuneration) allows institutional investors to
participate in otherwise very risky types of investment for which an investor is at a risk of total loss.
Benefits:
•

Social accelerator: This scheme allowed SNI to quickly raise 200M euros and be in capacity to
create 10 000 places within two years, including 6,000 available as soon as June 2017;

•

Important savings for the State: The French government estimates savings up to 40% of the cost
associated with outsourcing accommodation to hotels, with no social insertion scheme;

•

Performance based management: aside from the incentive-based nature of this arrangement,
the principle of independent evaluation provides an additional guarantee of transparency. It also
provides efficient management as it allows for flexibility and adaptation to meet the objectives
whereas government-funded nonprofit service provision are often deemed inflexible and with
little room to adapt along the way.

An important case for the development of Social Impact Bond schemes: So far, average investments
in SIBs in the most active markets (the US and the UK) amount to $3,443,80955. The Hémisphère
project could demonstrate that a dramatic up scaling is feasible. In this context, it could be applied to
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Aviva France, BNP Paribas Cardif, Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations, CNP Assurances, MAIF, PRO BTP
Centre for Public Impact, “Social Impact Bonds: An Overview of the Global Market for Commissioners and Policymakers”,
April 2017,
http://socialspider.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/SS_SocialImpactReport_4.0.pdf
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other large-scale projects such as the financing of social housing blended with financing associated
service provision, for which there is growing demand from residents for associated services.
A couple of points can be made. Firstly, the Hémisphère project could be regarded as being a PublicPrivate Partnership as much as it is a SIB; in a way, this just indicates that SIBs and maybe all privatelyfunded performance-based mechanisms are in fact typically no more or less than small-scale PPPs. In
fact, Hémisphère is generally called a Social Impact Fund (https://iilab.fr/2018/10/19/hemispherefonds-a-impact-social-dampleur-inedite-france/). Secondly, there have been criticisms in the French
and professional press that the project is financially, but not socially, successful. The living conditions
and outcomes in the centres have perhaps involved overcrowding, poor facilities, limited support and
lack of access to transport (there may have been a focus on fulfilling “Dublin procedure” outcomes).

5.3 Case Example C: Employment support services for refugees and
migrants: a Finnish social impact bond example
Worth over €14 million, the biggest social impact bond (disregarding Hémisphère) in the EU targets
the employment and integration of immigrants in Finland. The “Koto-SIB” has the objective of
providing jobs for 2500 – 3700 migrants and refugees over a three-year period. The jobs created are
primarily in fields with high labour shortages in the Finnish labour market, such as in manufacturing,
construction, trade and services. The SIB also pilots new models of education and employment, aiming
to combine training and work in a more flexible manner.
Designed by the Sitra Finnish Innovation Fund (an independent public foundation, supervised by the
Finnish parliament), the Koto-SIB brings together the Finnish Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Employment and investors such as the European Investment Fund, Epiqus, SOK, Tradeka, and Sitra
itself. The objective is that the migrants who join the project are ready to start working after only two
months of integration training.
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Figure 8: The KOTO-SIB Model
As the above figure shows, the Koto-SIB model functions in three main steps:
1st : The Investors make an initial investment of €14 million, targeting an 8% IRR;
2nd: The investment should finance the service provision needed to provide the integration, training
and employment of up to 3700 immigrants. The Service Providers are selected by the Project
Coordinator and Private Investors: Epiqus. The successful integration of immigrants into the labour
market should increase tax collection and reduce expenditure on employment benefits over the threeyear period;
3rd: Investors receive a €1500 fixed fee for each completed integration training, and 50% of tax
collections and employment benefit savings against the control group.
The work integration and training services provided to the immigrant beneficiaries are organised
around 3 main modules:
•
•
•

Module 1 The first module focuses on due diligence, career coaching, language training level 1
and a deep screening of skills over an intensive 30 days period;
Module 2 provides 20 to 50 days of sector specific training, with a focus on sector specific skills,
in addition to language training level 2, work-life skills and more specific work training;
Module 3 is completed in 85 days over three years based on commitment to work relationships,
language training level 3 and deep sector-specific skills.

The Koto-SIB estimates that the Finnish government could potentially save €35-40 million over 6year period, up to €70 million in the “best case scenario”. As the project is still ongoing, it is difficult
to yet quantify Koto-SIB’s success.
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5.4 Case Example D: Autocase – Efficiently creating business cases to
optimise capital investment and building
In addition, advances have been made in the development of sector-specific metrics and analytical
tools. Those tools account for geographic specificity including market factors like labour, real estate,
energy prices, and carbon valuations. Autocase was developed by economists, engineers and
architects working with Impact Infrastructure LLC in New York ,with significant testing and validation
with stakeholders from a range of economic and social infrastructure projects in the USA.
The opportunity for the Autocase tool happened thanks to the minimal cost of applying CBA analysis,
comprehensive Triple Bottom Line56 (TBL) based business cases can be utilised at each step in the
project development process from the initial TBL case of early planning to revisions at conceptual,
preliminary and final design, throughout construction and long term operations. Cases can be run and
re-run each time key decisions are made, so that the certainty associated with the case and project
improves as additional data become available57.
Their experience has identified the top nine common mistakes that stakeholders (service providers,
investors, architects, end-users etc.) should avoid when running TBL-CBA58:
1. Do not reinvent the wheel – CBA is a time-tested methodology with lots of guidance
available about how to use it (including from the European Commission);
2. Do not think only in financial terms – project stakeholders have become more sensitive and
sophisticated in understanding the direct and indirect spill-over effects for them. So, give a
Euro value to environmental or social metrics that lack a simple market price;
3. Avoid double-counting the benefits – for example, if tax is paid to the government out of the
net benefit of a project, this should be counted as a transfer and not as a loss;
4. Do not let the loudest voice win – Avoid the trap of implicitly weighting one group or sector
more than another. CBA does the weighting for you. For example, if a project uses minimal
energy, even when multiplied by the social cost of carbon emissions, energy likely won’t be a
material factor;
5. Forgetting if we are doing the project right – once a project has been greenlighted,
thousands of design decisions remain to be made that determine exactly what gets built and
how. TBL-CBA can be used throughout the process (planning, design, procurement,
construction) to keep the evolving design in line with the investment thesis;
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Triple Bottom Line Cost Benefit Analysis (TBL-CBA) is an evidence-based economic method that combines Cost Benefit
Analysis (CBA) and Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) across the triple bottom line (TBL) to weigh costs and benefits to project
stakeholders. The TBL-CBA process quantifies total net present value, return on investment, and project payback. TBL-CBA
uses location-specific data to give asset owners and design professionals the flexibility and capability to provide a rigorous
analysis of investment alternatives through all stages of planning and design.
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Williams JF, Valuing long-term public benefits of investments in infrastructure. In: Garonna P and Reviglio E (eds.) (2015)
Investing in Long-term Europe: re-launching fixed, network and social infrastructure. FEBAF/CdP, Rome
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6. Tolerating false precision – TBL-CBA methods use risk analysis so that all inputs are
described by a probability curve. If you are the client this means that everything, including
uncertainty, is on the table for discussion;
7. Muddying the waters between impacts and benefits – impact analysis captures the overall
output and income resulting from a project e.g. 100 local jobs created or an increase of €1.5
million in regional GDP. Politicians like it because it is marketing hype - but it is not a CBA.
Jobs created as part of a project are costs to the project, not benefits in a societal costbenefit framework. To count as a societal benefit, these workers would have to be paid
more than they would otherwise, or be unable to be employed elsewhere were the project
not to go ahead;
8. Ignoring the vast collection of ecosystem services data – this will certainly differ between
Nordic, West, Southern and CEE EU member states and regions. In the last 20 years or so,
value has been put on ecosystem goods and services e.g. clean air, habitat protection. Scan
and identify the most relevant data and results rather than commissioning new research;
9. Mixing nominal and real – all the costs, benefits and discount rate should be either in
nominal (current year) Euros or real (constant) Euros. Don’t mix real Euros and nominal
discount rates or vice versa. Most economists recommend using realvalues. That said, the
preference for real/constant dollars is more convention than recommendation.
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6. Pre-conditions for transformative investment
6.1 Widening engagement in a new investment culture
A recent OECD report made clear that moving from the current mindset to a longer-term investment
environment requires a transformational change in government and investor behaviour. But what is
largely missing from the dialogue shaping this new investment culture are the public authorities
(regional, city, municipality) and public services (health, education, affordable housing) who will seek
funds for social infrastructure investment.
Ensuring a coordinated approach between investors, regulatory bodies, public authorities and public
services will be essential in realizing this new “investment culture”. Unfortunately, the agendas and
priorities of these stakeholders rarely seem compatible. That they have different goals is natural but
negotiation for social infrastructure investment requires a degree of informed collaboration. Even the
basics of communication suffer because the parties do not talk enough with each other. In
consequence, this potential business cannot grow as it could, or in an appropriate way. Investable
opportunities might be available, but investors do not understand the field, intermediation is
underdeveloped, and market infrastructure beyond intermediaries to support investment in social
infrastructure is underdeveloped as well.
So, while it is good to get your own house in order, what is it that needs to happen in the house down
the street if you are going to work together to build a vibrant neighbourhood? At present there is little
work being done to remedy this situation. So the question that naturally arises is: is it feasible to
invest for the longer term in social infrastructure? A positive answer might seem natural, since there
is a huge potential market. However, there is a need to move beyond traditional methods and tools
in order to “extract” this potential (for example below).
Example: Financial models for social housing in Scotland
A report for Homes for Scotland, Attracting new sources of funding to expand a growing market
(2013)59 identified several reasons for lack of investment in social housing: investor mandates
within financial institutions that do not include residential property and building specifications
which do not meet the specific requirements of the private rented sector. Equally, the different
stakeholders often speak different ‘languages’, even when talking about core issues such as the
meaning of planning and development risk, determinants and interpretation of yield, and the
implications of legislative change.
In considering ways forward this same report shows several financial models that are currently
being developed to provide routes to financing rental housing. Four functional models in place
were identified: leasing models; direct purchase models; aggregated bond financing models; and
those that harness the borrowing powers of local authorities and housing associations. Most of
these involve some form of subsidy or guarantee, at least initially. They are therefore most suited
as means of expanding the provision of social or intermediate rental products, where there is a
59
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growing need for additional sub-market but low-subsidy provision (Homes for Scotland 2013: 2734).

The interface between investors and end-users has to avoid treating the need for financial innovation
in isolation. Although PPP is on occasion an attractive source of finance for capital investment, some
work is needed to improve how investors, regulatory bodies, intermediaries and end-users work
together and what these players bring to the ‘negotiating table’. A common challenge is how we
develop effective systems and tools for service intensive PPPs that capture their public purpose.

6.2 Emphasising the externalities of investment
Figure 9: Assessing the performance of investments in social infrastructure and human capital 60

Although the issue of appropriate and problematic metrics was explored particularly in 4.7 above,
there is a need to underline the importance of capturing the externalities of investment in social
infrastructure and human capital61. Over and beyond the evident output of social care and support,
there are very substantial “externalities” generated (otherwise termed added value, multiplier effects
or high road outcomes) from social infrastructure and associated investment. Indeed, this is the
60
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reason why markets alone do not work well here if left alone. Government needs to step in to provide
services, or otherwise subsidize provision if not delivered directly by the public sector. The
measurement of the externalities should help the public sector, among other things, to calculate
better the amount of direct grant which it may have to provide, aside from other private or public
forms of financing.
A focus on social infrastructure and asset-secured investment may seem restrictive but it is quite
possible to identify a multiplier effect when combining prevention and a secure asset base. Consider
the social and environmental performance areas in the Figure 9 above.
Social performance - For example, in the UK there is currently a chronic shortage of good housing for
frail older people, and a development sector focused largely on competitively-priced family housing
(low land footprint, two storeys, small bedroom sizes, steep stair throws, etc.). This exposes older
people to risk (falls, etc.), obstructs the delivery of care at home in later life, and results in higher
spending on hospital and residential care. A “home for life” programme could create appropriate derisked housing, with telecare protection designed-in at the outset, and bedroom sizes that would
permit intensive nursing support at home if necessary.
Environmental performance - Equally, poorly designed, poorly constructed, energy-inefficient social
housing makes it harder to prevent environmental damage through emissions, and is also a major
factor in fuel poverty. A major programme to upgrade all affordable housing to a high environmental
standard, sensibly commissioned, could prevent environmental damage, prevent fuel poverty, and
prevent unemployment/benefit dependency through targeted training and employment
requirements built into procurement.
Attention to externalities as well as governance and financial returns would create a secured asset, an
income stream, and reduce hospital and social care costs through prevention. The employment
opportunities created through construction and delivery could be targeted on economically
disadvantaged communities. The merits of an investment model would be that repayment could be
phased across 20 – 30 years so that full benefits realisation supports repayment.
Governance performance - One approach that might help regain the trust of policy makers and public
is to improve the governance of PPPs62. This was an issue for the recent Dutch EU Presidency. Around
the same time, the Department for Civil Engineering at the University of Hong Kong put forward a
possible solution. Their starting point is that there is currently no systematic mechanism governing
how social concerns should be captured throughout the different stages of a PPP project. They
suggest:
We should think about establishing a process framework that put people as a major stakeholder
for PPP schemes;
The framework would embrace bottom-up participative strategies for infrastructure planning.
This is perhaps somewhat similar to the participatory budgeting initiative for Paris residents that
Anne Hildago put in place when she became mayor of the city;
With this new framework, decision-making power moves towards a shared-powered network;
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Arguably, it would better handle changing public aspirations and demands for infrastructure
planning63.
Transparent standards are tools with which to coordinate inputs into investable projects, and would
be essential for monitoring how the mechanism advanced by the University of Hong Kong behaves.
From the perspective of the public sector, standards can define what kinds of social and environmental
benefits are required to justify public participation and subsidy in infrastructure projects. From the
(responsible) investor’s perspective, standards can help determine how environmental and social
performance can help mitigate different kinds of risk and ensure long-term value in project
development and operation. From the perspective of civil society, a transparent set of standards —
and ways to evaluate potential projects against them — can prove important to building project
legitimacy and mitigating political risk. In sum, core performance standards – on issues including
carbon mitigation, climate resilience, labor standards, social equity, human rights, governance
mechanisms, and so on – can help public authorities, public services and the communities they serve
to prioritise which investments deserve the time, attention, and resources necessary to bring typically
complex deals to fruition64.

6.3 Boosting local capacity to secure and absorb financial capital
The key for generating investable social infrastructure projects that match local needs with investors
needs for scale, can be found in capacity and capabilities within four interdependent functions (i) longterm planning and associated risk assessment (ii) living labs that provide a real life test and
experimentation environment where end-users, industry and investors co-create solutions (iii) capital
absorption capacity that helps us know when private investment for social need is the right path to go
down65 and (iv) intermediation platforms that maximise public value and deliver resilience-focused
performance. Reviewing these:
Long-term planning and risk assessment - Something that needs particular attention in Europe but is
unpopular politically and often misused is long-term planning. Institutional investors, governments,
public authorities, business and financial markets have different experiences of what is meant by
‘long-term’: 10 years from start to finish for projects relying on Structural Funds; 5 years is seen as
long-term for public authorities; 4-5 years for politicians although re-election seems to be a priority
after 18 months; 12 months for a social enterprise. But many cities, regions and sectors understand
that 30-40 year plans/forecasts are needed in the competition to attract investment, generate
economic growth and build vibrant and attractive communities. The confidence of institutional
investors relies on these strategic plans, risk assessment and projections. In the EU, some regions have
gamed local, national and EU-level systems to prioritise local needs, and to plan and deliver long-term
solutions (e.g. Norbotten, Berlin-Brandenburg and Kymenlaasko). For them, long-term planning is
about aligning local needs with clear growth goals through a continuous process that is: intelligent,
innovative, integrated and implementable (see Figure 10 below).
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The essence of long-term planning is not a static list of investment priorities. It is about having a clear
and transparent set of strategic principles to guide planning decisions informed by big data analytics
for prevention, prediction and localisation. This can then be blended with participation through
genuine consultation in order to identify the needs and priorities of the people for whom provide
services are provided. Perhaps most important, long-term planning and associated risk assessment
supported by informed consultation can help communities work the economy to achieve their
priorities rather than hollow-out communities to serve the economy.

Figure 10: Overview of long-term planning

Living labs - A Living Lab is a real-life test and experimentation environment where users and
producers co-create innovations. Living Labs have been characterised by the European Commission as
Public-Private-People Partnerships (PPPP) for user-driven open innovation. A Living Lab incorporates
four main activities: co-designing by users and producers; discovering emerging usages, behaviours
and market opportunities; implementing live scenarios within communities of users; assessing
concepts, products and services according to socio-ergonomic, socio-cognitive and socio-economic
criteria.
There are opportunities for Living Labs to contribute to pre-procurement projects aimed at supporting
public authorities and services to undertake relevant actions that show how multiplier effects from
social infrastructure investment can be achieved66. For example, Amsterdam is the Living Lab run by a
partnership between the City Council and the Amsterdam Institute of Advanced Metropolitan
66
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Solutions. Research and valorisation are integrated through a network of ‘test beds’. The first 3 of
these are: “rain sense”, “urban pulse” and “urban mobility”67.
Intermediation platforms for project preparation - A key problem is that, despite rhetoric, for over
two decades the public sector has been locked into an embrace with short-termism by national
governments. This is largely driven by political resistance to thinking and acting strategically
(compounded by 2007-2009) combined with the financial pressure on public services to continue
fighting fires by pursuing further efficiency savings instead of looking ahead. Cuts are sold as growth
enhancing. But most EU countries that pursued austerity since 2010 now have more debt and not less.
This is not to say that regions, cities and municipalities are sitting still. New initiatives such as R20
(regions for climate action with green infrastructure using innovative financing); 100 Resilient Cities
(pioneered by the Rockefeller Foundation), the Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Metropolitan
Solutions, and the European PPP Expertise Centre provide examples of how public authorities are
innovating in order to address the challenges and stresses of macro-trends and how preventive and
resilient actions are reinventing the public sector.
That said, there is a need for a new type of intermediary between the public sector and investors. In
the United States, there is growing attention to alternative financing vehicles for infrastructure
investment. These suggest ways that the public sector, investors and local communities might adapt
to new roles in infrastructure finance68. One response to the challenge of developing deals of this type
has been the seeding of capacity-building organizations (or platforms) that can work to develop
effective local demand for socially valuable infrastructure investment e.g. the West Coast
Infrastructure Exchange and Partnerships British Columbia69. The need for such intermediation
platforms is underlined by a recent Ford Foundation funded report ‘Unlocking the market for more
and better infrastructure’70. The report identified 5 key barriers (and then solutions) to generate more
and better investment for cities and that is relevant to regions, cities and municipalities across the
EU - recognizing that these need to navigate the obstacles provided by EU rules (e.g. the Stability and
Growth Pact, Treaty on Stability, Coordination and Governance and European Accounting Standards
(ESA 2010).
KEY MESSAGE – Intermediation platforms combined with living labs, capital absorption capacity and
long-term planning are important as a means of unlocking investment and political cycles while
maintaining local value for social investment in infrastructure, services and human capital.
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7. INITIAL CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, Figure 11 below encapsulates one of the key messages in this paper: that the landscape
of both the structure of charities and social companies and the funding sources of Social Purpose
Organisations is enormously variable. Note that this graphic selects across just two dimensions
(funding sources and structure) but there are several others which could be considered, such as the
position in the life-cycle, the nature of the service to be delivered, local law and traditions… The a4i
Consortium is going to have to be positioned within this richly-profuse ecosystem. There is scarcely
going to be a single avenue to secure the required funding; but a4i’s intention to foster “professional
development” must be highly selective within the various potential funding frameworks.
Figure 11: The diversity of Venture Philanthropy funding & SPO organisational structure71

A second point concerns the available data about the importance of different funding routes,
reinforced and supported by the brief internal survey requested of the a4i Consortium members
(Section 3 above). The informal survey asked about “conventional lending” (mostly commercial bank
finance, but perhaps could imply grant or repayable funding advanced by a public authority or also
access to donations etc.) compared to interest in “innovative lending” (taken as being OBC, SIBs, and
the Social Impact Investment domain generally). Conventional lending ranks high in Partner interest,
whereas innovative finance simply does not. It implies that the bigger concern for the a4i programme
will be to validate the role of conventional including bank finance, and therefore to orient professional
development to that and not by any means focus predominantly on outcome-based financial
instruments.

KEY ISSUES OF THIS “STATE OF PLAY” REPORT
“Social Investment” (the sectors of health + education + …) as a title is too broad as a focus for the a4i
project. The emphasis should instead be more narrowly on social support services: employment/
training, special education, early intervention, LTC, social housing, social assistance services
The social service systems across EU countries are enormously variable, and this context must be taken
into account in a4i’s work. In some countries, there is a significant difference in the rules for charities
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versus social companies with various types of incorporation. Data to characterise the sector are poor,
will need to be verified for each country concerned
The actual service providers needing better access to funding can be state, Public-Private Partnerships,
Not-For-Profit or For-Profit entities. Funding needs can be for simple working capital/Work in
Progress, or for assets and infrastructure
There is conceptually a major distinction between financing sources which are “conventional” (that is,
largely commercial bank debt) and those which are “unconventional” (dependent on a link to
outcomes, via Pay-For-Performance). These two areas will demonstrate different funding problems,
and will require different approaches to improving access for sector participants
Bank debt appears to be by far the dominant method of financing for the sector in most European
countries. Note that it is certainly the usual route when there the provider needs infrastructure and
equipment. Collateral or other guarantees will often be called for. There is a particular lack of service
provider capacity to generate and present the required business cases to banks (country by country,
these anyway will have different lending approaches)
Pay-For-Performance financing models involve a spectrum in investor motivation from near-gifts to
an expectation of a fully market-competitive financial return. This is the domain of “Social Impact
Investment”. It will be intermediated via various financial instruments. There needs to be caution
concerning the transaction costs involved. The lack of service provider capacity, centred on the
developing a coherent business case to convince investors, is again notable
There have been many negative examples of P4P in the sector across European countries. Given that
social support areas are sensitive, this leads to a widespread caution from the sector in general, and
specifically from the project Partners, about the potential dangers of financialisation and
marketisation
The investor metrics for “unconventional” P4P financing are complex (IRR => ERR/CBA => SRoI…).
Particular issues arise concerning the methodologies for different indices, and the discount rate to be
used. The metrics to judge performance at the level of any one project will also tend to be very specific
to that project
A key approach to understanding the funding needs of the sector is to look at the stage of the lifecycle of the service provider. These can be characterised as start-up => keeping going => scaling up
=> asset purchase
SIBs are a special, “polar” case of P4P. They attracted an enormous amount of attention starting a
few years ago. The evidence is, however, that they are not taking off in Europe (even in the UK where
they are most widespread). This is largely because of transaction costs. SIBs have proved difficult to
scale up or replicate, even when individual ventures have been successful, in such a way that the
investing community has become comfortable with any given operational model. Perhaps SIBs should
be better regarded as experiments in potential innovative process routes for service delivery which,
when proven, can be taken to scale and repeated by public services rather than templates for
attracting private investment displacing mainstream public money.
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